Abstract-A probabilistic approach to assess the transient stability of power systems with increased penetration of wind and Photo-Voltaic generation is presented in this paper. The impact on transient stability due to the intermittent behavior of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) as well as due to their dynamic response when a disturbance happens is investigated. Moreover, the effect of conventional generation disconnection and consequently inertia reduction is studied. Apart from calculating transient stability related indices, a clustering technique is also applied to provide more information considering the impact of DERs and conventional generation disconnection on transient stability.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the increasing penetration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) is changing the dynamic behavior of power systems. In the future, even more DER units are planned to be connected, eventually displacing conventional generators. Therefore, the need to thoroughly investigate the impact of DERs as well as the disconnection of conventional generators on system stability becomes significant [1] , [2] .
In general, DERs affect system stability by changing the pre-disturbance operating conditions as well as by exhibiting different dynamic response than conventional generators, during and right after disturbances. DERs utilize new technologies and are usually interfaced with the system using power electronic converters. Therefore, appropriate models of DERs need to be used to represent their dynamic behavior. Recently, [3] , [4] and [5] provided appropriate models for use in large scale stability studies, including the representation of all relevant controllers. The intermittent nature of most of the DER units such as wind generators and Photo-Voltaic (PV) units is introducing higher uncertainty in determining pre-fault operating conditions raising also the need for evaluation of worst case operating conditions [6] . Probabilistic transient stability assessment has proven to be an appropriate way to study these systems [7] , as it can adequately account for uncertain parameters affecting their behavior, e.g., system loading, fault location, fault duration, etc. [8] . In [9] , the uncertainty of wind and other DERs is considered for the purpose of online Dynamic Security Assessment while [10] focuses on the effect of wind uncertainty on transient stability.
In this paper, the impact of both wind and PV units on system transient stability is investigated. Apart from the aforementioned uncertainties, the disconnection of conventional generation due to DER penetration is also considered. Monte Carlo (MC) dynamic simulations for several test cases are carried out and statistical measures of transient stability indices are presented. Furthermore, for different level of penetration of DERs the conventional generators are clustered based on their post disturbance dynamic behavior [8] as change in synchronous generator grouping patterns provides additional information about the effect of DERs on overall system transient behavior.
II. METHODOLOGY Fig. 1 shows the steps followed to assess the transient stability of power systems in a probabilistic manner. An appropriate dynamic model of the system, including DER units, is obtained first. Afterwards, the uncertainties related to system loading, wind and PV generation, fault location and fault duration are considered, using appropriate Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs). Then an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem is solved to determine the power dispatch of conventional generators. The resulting generation dispatch helps determine the amount of required disconnection of conventional generation. Finally a number (N s ) of MC dynamic simulations are executed and the rotor angles of synchronous generators are obtained. In this study N s is set to 1000 which by trials is considered enough to reveal the underlying tendencies. (The trials were made for up to 6000 simulations for some cases and the results were not leading to different conclusions.) Increase in the number of MC simulations provides more detailed results. However, there is substantial increase in computational time without revealing substantially different behavior. Using the resulting rotor This work is supported by EPSRC -India collaborative project ACCEPT and EPSRC -China collaborative project RESTORES.
angle values, transient stability indices are calculated to assess the transient stability status of the system. Furthermore, clustering is used to determine generator grouping patterns [8] . 
A. System under Study
The test network used, is a modified version of the IEEE 68 bus/16 machine reduced order equivalent model of the New England Test System and the New York Power System (NETS -NYPS). The system consists of five areas, NETS, NYPS and three external areas represented by G14, G15 and G16 respectively. The conventional part of the test network is adopted from [12] and ten DER units are connected at the buses shown in Fig. 2 [13] software and are suitable generic RMS models for large scale stability studies following a similar approach to [3] - [5] . Studies with IEC 61400 models [5] have also been conducted providing similar results and leading to the same conclusions. More information on the modified test network and DER modelling can be found in [14] . All DER units are considered to provide Fault Ride Through (FRT) capability. The whole system is modeled using RMS simulations in DIgSILENT/PowerFactory. 
B. Uncertainties Modeling
The two most common types of DERs are wind generators and Photo-Voltaic (PV) units. The effect of the intermittent behavior of these two primary energy sources is therefore modeled using appropriate probability distributions [10] - [11] . The uncertainties related to the conventional part of the system such as system loading, fault location and duration are also included in this study.
For system loading and PV generation, typical daily curves are initially used, obtained from national grid data [15] and the literature [11] , respectively. The system load is considered to vary from 0.6 to 1 pu. The hour of the day is sampled randomly and for each hour, an appropriate PDF is used to model the uncertainty within the hour. For system loading a normal distribution with mean value 1 pu and standard deviation 3.33% is used [8] , while for PV generation, a beta distribution with a and b parameters 13.7 and 1.3 [16] . For wind generation, a Weibull distribution is used with φ =11.1 and k=2.2 [17] , assuming constant wind speed for every hour within the day. For each load within the system and each DER unit, the PDFs are sampled separately, to consider independent behavior of each unit. For example, assuming the total load is 0.8 pu for a given hour of the day, one load might have a value of 0.75pu and another 0.85pu. The fault location is also sampled randomly following a uniform distribution along each line within the system. Moreover, the uncertainty of the fault duration is modeled using a normal distribution with mean value 13 cycles and standard deviation 6.67% [8] . Three phase self-clearing faults are considered as disturbances in all simulated cases.
C. Conventional Generation Disconnection
In order to model the disconnection of conventional generation, two main approaches are used in this paper. To describe the differences between the two approaches the spare capacity SC ig, the instantaneous penetration level PL ia and the amount of conventional generation disconnection SR ia are defined in (1)- (3). The subscript i=1…1000 denotes the dynamic simulation number, a=1…5 the system area, g the generator number and d the DER unit number.
(1)
where P SG,ig is the power produced by each generator (determined by OPF), S SG,ig is the apparent power of each generator after considering any disconnection considering pf SG,ig power factor, P DER,id and S DER,id are the active and apparent power produced by each DER unit (both DFIGs and FCC units) and S SG,ig 0 is the initial nominal apparent power of each generator before any disconnection is considered.
In the first approach, all generators (G1-G16) are considered as equivalent generators and their nominal apparent power S SG,ig is reduced to represent conventional generation disconnection. Since the model parameters are in pu values, this is equivalent to reducing the moment of inertia as well as increasing the actual reactance values of the generators in Ohms. In the second approach, some of the generators (G1-G16) within the test network are disconnected. Therefore, in the first approach S SG,ig is changing from the initial value of S SG,ig 0 leading to conventional generation disconnection of SR ia in each of the different areas of the system. On the other hand, following the second approach S SG,ig is equal to S SG,ig 0 for the conventional generators 978-1-5090-4168-8/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE remaining connected. However, SR ia still changes due to full disconnection of some of the generators. In both approaches, the instantaneous penetration level PL ia is changing due to the intermittency of DERs and to the active power output changes of each generator after solving OPF. Considering the first approach, the amount of reduction in apparent power can be either a constant percentage, or it can be considered to vary within the day according with the changes in the system load and DER unit production. In case the reduction is constant, SC ig varies and SR ia is kept constant. This is similar to the second approach and provides a direct comparison between them. Alternatively SC ig can be kept constant for all simulated cases leading to variation in SR ia . Keeping SC ig constant for all simulated cases assumes that the system operator is always targeting at keeping a specific percentage of additional conventional generation available.
D. Transient Stability Index
In order to identify the impact of DERs on transient stability, the Transient Stability Index (TSI) is used, shown in (4), where δ max,i is the maximum separation between the rotor angles of any two generators for the same time instance [18] . This index provides a general overview of the overall system for the specific contingency. Negative values of the index mean that the separation between the rotor angles of two generators is greater than 360 degrees and the system is considered unstable. On the other hand, a more positive value means that the system is more stable. Apart from the TSI, the maximum rotor angle deviation for each generator, is calculated as a generator specific measure.
E. Clustering
In order to provide a more complete analysis of the impact of DER units and disconnection of conventional generation on system stability, the generator grouping patterns for the unstable cases are also determined according to the methodology described in [8] . Hierarchical clustering is applied on the generator rotor angle values, at 1.5 seconds after the fault is cleared. The Euclidean distance is used to measure the similarity between clusters and the cutoff value to form the clusters is chosen as 360 degree, as in [8] . This way the generators are categorized in groups where at least one generator of each group has 360 degrees difference from at least one generator of the other groups. By observing the changes in generator grouping patterns, important information can be obtained, such as specific increase/decrease in number of instabilities related to certain generators.
III. PROBABILISTIC TRANSIENT STABILITY ASSESSMENT
Ten Test Cases (TCs) are presented in total in this paper. The first five (TC1-TC5) are used to show the impact of different ways of representing conventional generation disconnection, while TC6-TC10 are used to show the impact of high penetration of DERs and consequently increased amount of disconnected conventional generation. In all TCs that include DERs, the percentage in the TC description refers to the nominal/maximum available power from DERs (P DER,id 0 ) and is calculated based on the initial total generation S SG,ig 0 for each area of the system. This is different to PL ia described above, which is the actual penetration of the specific instant based on operating power of both conventional generation and DERs for each one of the 1000 MC simulations carried out.
In TC1, there are no DERs connected in the network and no conventional generation disconnection is considered. In this case, the generators are only de-loaded, leading to varying spare capacity SC ig . In TC2, 20% nominal/maximum capacity of DERs based on S SG,ig 0 for each area is added with no conventional generation disconnection. TC3 is based on TC2 but the first approach for inertia reduction is also applied by reducing S SG,ig of all generators by a fixed amount of 10%. In TC4 the second approach for inertia reduction is applied and the entire G2, G10 and G15 are disconnected, leading to slightly more than 10% inertia reduction. In TC5, the first approach for inertia reduction is used but for each one of the 1000 MC simulations the spare capacity of conventional generation is considered constant at 15%. To sum up, TC1 and TC2 have SR ia equal to 0 and SC ig varies, TC3 and TC4 have SR ia constant at around 10% and SC ig varies and TC5 has SC ig constant and SR ia varies. In TC6, the same approach for inertia reduction with TC5 is followed but no DERs are present in the system. Therefore all the generation disconnection is caused only by load variations. TC7 to TC10 follow the same approach as TC5 but the nominal/maximum connected DER generation is increased to 30%, 40%, 50% and 60%, respectively, based on S SG,ig 0 .
A. Overview of TCs using hierarchical clustering results
In Table I , the total number of unstable cases and unstable generator grouping patterns, out of 1000 simulations for each TC, is presented. Moreover, the three most common patterns are also provided along with their percentage of occurrence (out of the total unstable cases). The highest number of unstable cases is observed in TC6 where there are no DERs and conventional generators are disconnected by keeping the spare capacity to 15%. This suggests that adding DERs while still keeping spare capacity constant at 15% (TC5) can under circumstances improve the transient stability of the system. The most stable case is TC2 with DERs connected and no conventional generation disconnection considered, i.e. all SG are connected but operating at reduced output to accommodate DERs. The loading level variation is kept the same between TCs to highlight only the impact of DER penetration and disconnection of conventional generation. The most common unstable patterns are related with G9 and G11 losing stability separately. When the first approach considering conventional generation disconnection is followed, a large number of patterns with only a few cases each are observed. Moreover, the pattern related to G9 loosing stability becomes more frequent, compared to the rest of the cases (TC1-TC4).
In the literature both positive and negative impact of DERs has been documented due to various mechanisms [10] , [19] - [20] . Reactive power support from DER units providing FRT capability usually improves transient stability [20] . However, the topology of each network, the DER location and consequent disconnection of conventional generators as well as their control strategy can affect transient stability in either a positive or negative manner [19] . Out of the 1000 simulated contingencies for each test case transient stability improves for some while it deteriorates for others. For example, some cases with DERs are more stable than without DERs and vice versa. For this reason, it is important to follow a probabilistic approach in order to obtain a better overall transient stability assessment. For this specific network topology, connection of DERs tends to improve transient stability, while disconnecting conventional generation following any of the two approaches, tends to increase the number of unstable cases. These are two opposing effects which together determine the overall system behavior. While for the specific system the positive effect is dominant until around 50% penetration (TC9), this might not necessarily be true for different network topologies and/or DER locations. Moreover, an opposite effect is observed for certain generators in the case of high amount of connected DERs (60%-TC10). Mainly G9 is affected, exhibiting an increase in the number of instabilities compared to 50%-TC9, as shown in Fig. 3 . This is attributed to the amount of conventional generation disconnection which after a point might overcome the positive impact of DER FRT control. 
B. Investigation of Conventional Generation Disconnection
In Fig. 3 the number of cases that each specific generator exhibits instability is shown for some representative cases. While in general, TC5 is the most unstable case (from TC1-TC5), G11 presents higher number of instabilities in TC4, revealing that local network characteristics can cause adverse effects compared to the general trend. The same applies for G11 between TC5 and TC6. It is therefore significant to investigate individual generator behavior as well.
The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the spare capacity of the whole NETS area is presented in Fig. 4a for TC1-TC4. TC2, which presents the smallest number of instabilities, has the largest spare capacity. This is expected since part of the load is covered by DERs and therefore, conventional generators are more de-loaded leading to increased stability. More specifically, there is a 50% probability that spare capacity is smaller than around 30% for TC1, TC3 and TC4 while for TC2 it is around 38%. TC4 presents slightly lower spare capacity than TC3 which combined with local topological effects due to full disconnection of G2 and G10, lead to increased number of instabilities. In order to highlight the effect of spare capacity, the maximum rotor angle deviation of G9 is plotted against the spare capacity of the generator for TC1-TC3, in Fig. 4b . Most of the unstable cases, exhibiting high angle deviation, are observed for low values of spare capacity, i.e. when the generator is more heavily loaded. The CDF of the TSI for TC1-TC5 is also presented in Fig. 5a . The probability of the TSI to have negative values highlights the number of unstable cases. For positive TSI values, TC5 which is the approach with most unstable cases, exhibits also in general lower TSI values. For example, for TC5 there is a 50% probability that TSI will exhibit values lower than 50, while for the rest of the cases it is around 55-60. The same applies with TC4, when compared to TC3, indicating that the system tends to be less stable when full disconnection of certain generators is considered. 
C. Investigation of Increased Penetration
In Fig. 6a , the amount of conventional generation disconnection is plotted against the DER penetration level for NETS area for TC5 and TC10. There is a linear trend between the two variables, i.e. as the penetration level increases the amount of conventional generation disconnection is also increasing. However, the values are dispersed for specific penetration levels within a range of approximately 15% due to different system loading level, which varies from approximately 0.6 to 1 pu. In Fig. 6b , the CDFs of conventional generation disconnection for different penetration levels are presented. As the penetration level increases, the amount of conventional generation disconnection generally increases. The amount of disconnection varies from 15% to 54% for TC5, from 21% to 71% for TC9 and from 23% to 77% for TC10. Moreover, from the CDFs it is shown that there is a 40% probability that the amount of conventional generation disconnection is larger 978-1-5090-4168-8/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE than 20% for TC6 and it becomes 50% for TC10. The shape of the CDFs is also changing as DER penetration increases. In TC6 the only variable affecting generation disconnection is the system loading. From TC5 to TC10, the curve is slowly changing shape, indicating the increasing impact of DER intermittency on conventional generation disconnection. A more detailed overview can be provided by observing the CDF of the TSI for TC5-TC10 in Fig. 5b . TC6 has the largest probability for the TSI to exhibit a negative value followed by TC5, TC10, TC7 and TC8. Until TC9, transient stability improves in general as the amount of connected DERs increases. However, for TC10 the number of unstable cases increases but it still remains lower than TC5 and TC6. Moreover, as penetration of DERs increases, TSI values above 60, tend to decrease suggesting the occurrence of higher amplitude oscillations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the proposed probabilistic methodology was to identify the overall impact of DERs on power system transient stability and to provide an insight into possible constraints during decommissioning of conventional generators either at the planning or operational phase. The impact of different ways of disconnection of conventional generation is investigated taking also into consideration the impact of the uncertainties introduced by wind and PV units. While DERs offering FRT capability can improve transient stability, the disconnection of conventional generation has adverse effect. It depends on the specific system configuration and location and control of DERs and conventional generators to determine whether the overall impact is going to be positive or negative and at which DERs penetration level this impact might change. For the specific network studied, this occurs at around 50% penetration level. Apart from system wide measures and indices, it is important for generator specific indices to be introduced to identify local tendencies. Transient stability of specific generators might deteriorate while the stability of others might improve. Identifying generator grouping patterns using hierarchical clustering provides additional information in this respect. TC6  TC7  TC8  TC9  TC10 978-1-5090-4168-8/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE
